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Abstract 

The emission of greenhouse gases like Carbon dioxide, methane from fossil fuel is the major concern of climate change. Climate 
change threatens the basic elements of life for people around the world - access to water, food production, health, and use of land 
and the environment. To mitigate the emission of greenhouse gases produced from various sector like power, industries, 
transport, building and land we have to rely on clean fuel like hydrogen instead of conventional fossil fuel. Hydrogen is 
abundantly available in universe in sun, infect the energy stored in fossil fuel or wind energy is product of fusion of hydrogen to 
helium taking place in sun. Since hydrogen is not available in pure form, but found in compound of oxygen or carbon we have to 
produce it in industry. Hydrogen if produced from natural resources like splitting of water by solar energy can provide greener 
and cleaner tomorrow. However economy of hydrogen production is also major concern. Environment concern and cost of 
production of hydrogen, its storage and transport are the major constraint for adopting the hydrogen production techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

Hydrogen has the highest energy content of any common fuel by weight, but the lowest energy content by 
volume. Globally over 95 % of hydrogen is produced from hydrocarbon and 4 % by electrolysis of water. It is also 
produced as a by-product in chlor-alkali industries. [1]   

There is numerous application of hydrogen. Some of the major uses of the hydrogen gas plant are [2] 

   (1) Hydrogenation agent in production of Sorbitol and Mannitol & other chemicals. 

(2) Protectiveness in the non-ferrous industry and acting as a reducing agent. 

(3) Hydrogenation agent in the edible oil and margarine industry to convert unsaturated oil and fat into 
saturated one. 

(4) Cooling agent for turbo-generators in power station. 
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(5) Filling gas for meteorological balloons. 

(6) Gas for welding and cutting. 

(7) Synthesis gas for ammonia synthesis in the chemical industry. 

(8) Manufacture of semi -conductors. 

(9) Production of high purity metals  

(10) Raw material for production of ammonia, hydrochloric acid and methanol synthesis .[3] 

(11) Hydrogen is used to upgrade the fossil fuel by hydro treating like hydrodesulphurization to remove   
sulphur present in crude 

(12) The triple point of hydrogen can be used to calibrate some thermometers. 

(13) Tritium, [4] a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, is produced in nuclear reactions. It can be used to make 
hydrogen bombs and acts as a radiation source in luminous paints. In the biosciences, tritium is sometimes 
used as an isotopic label. It is used in various self-luminescent devices, such as exit signs in buildings, 
aircraft dials, gauges, luminous paints, and wristwatches. Tritium is also used in life science research, and 
in studies investigating the metabolism of potential new drugs 

(14) Hydrogen (either used on its own or combined with nitrogen) is used in many manufacturing plants to 
determine whether there are any leaks. It is also used to detect leaks in food packages. 

(15) Can be used to make water. 

 

2. Need for Hydrogen in India:- 

India has only 8.9 billion barrels which is  0.6% of world oil reserves [5]  (as against 17.4 % for Saudi 
Arabia; 1.3% for China and 11.4% for Canada).India stood 19th rank as per Oil and gas journal data published on 
January 2012 India will always be fuel starved if it depends on oil alone. Thus, hydrogen which can replace oil, will 
relieve us from this burden. 

India consumes 3630 thousand barrels per day, which is considerably higher demand after US, China and 
Japan [6]. However countries like US and China are producer of oil after Saudi Arabia. Due to lower production rate 
than the consumption of Oil, India has to rely on other countries like Russia and Saudi Arabia for energy in the form 
of crude oil. India is currently importing about 2426 thousand barrels per day. Hence, we have to pay a huge amount 
in foreign exchange to oil exporting countries (mostly the Middle East countries).The increase by merely 1US $ of 
price in the international market leads to an additional burden on India worth Rupees 3000 crores. This is a very big 
burden on India’s economy. Hydrogen as an energy source will help to reduce this burden [7]. 

One of the important reason to use hydrogen as a fuel is that it is clean fuel and on burning it produces water 
vapours [8]. This is important to mitigate the effect of climate change. The current level or stock of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere is equivalent to around 430 parts per million (ppm) CO2, compared with only 280ppm before the 
Industrial Revolution. Even if the annual flow of emissions did not increase beyond today's rate, the stock of 
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greenhouse gases in the atmosphere would reach double pre-industrial levels by 2050 - that is 550ppm CO2e - and 
would continue growing thereafter.[9] Global warming will affect the whole world, but India will be one of the 
countries which will suffer most. This is evident from the illuminating Stern Report, which was released in October 
2006 [9]. The Stern Report, among its other virtues, quantifies the effect of climate change economically. It appears 
that India is already losing about 1% of GNP due to climate change. IPCC climate change scenarios for parts of 
northern, eastern, southern, and western India and predict gains in rice yields ranging from 1.3 per cent by 2010 to 
25.7 percent by 2070. On the other hand, assuming increases of 2oC in maximum and 4oC in minimum temperature, 
5 percent reduction in the rainy days, 10 per cent reduction in monsoon rains and an increase in carbon dioxide 
levels to 550 ppm(parts per million) from 430 ppm, predicts 9 per cent reduction in rice yields and 2,10 and 3 
percent increases in yields of groundnut, sunflower and maize, respectively.[10] It thus appears that even if oil may 
still be present, it may not be used as a fuel in view of the climate change.[11] 

 

3. Benefit of hydrogen  

3.1 To produce energy efficient and eco-friendly combustion technology. [12]  

Hydrogen is widely used in a fuel cell which converts the chemical energy of hydrogen in presence of 
oxygen in to electricity. Hydrogen powered fuel cell with energy efficiency of 60 % compare to conventional 
combustion technologies with energy efficiency of 30 %  technologies in power plant is two times energy efficient 
and produces pollution free by- product, i.e. water vapour which can be further used. Gasoline engine in vehicles is 
having only 20 % efficiency in converting chemical energy into power, while hydrogen operated fuel cell in vehicle 
is 40-60 % efficient which means that there is 50 % reduction in fuel consumption compared to a conventional 
vehicle with a gasoline internal combustion engine. 

Hydrogen is having the highest energy production per Kg as a fuel. Table 1 shown below the energy produced by 
various fuel and hydrogen.[13]. 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Fuel H/C 

ration 

Energy 

MJ/Kg 

1 Hydrogen  ----- 141.8 

2 Methane 4 55.5 

3 Ethane 3 51.9 

4 Butane 2.5 49.5 

5 Gasoline 1.6-

2.1 

47.3 

6 Kerosene 1.6-2 46.2 
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7 Diesel 1.8-2 44.8 

8 Biogas-I 

(CH4,CO2)
[14] 

2-3.2 28-45 

8 Coal( Anthracite)  32.5 

9 Methanol  31.1 

11 Coal(Lignite)  15.0 

12 Peat  6 

 

Table 1:- Energy production by various fuels and hydrogen. 

 

3.2 To fulfil the demand of hydrogen in transport sector. [2] 

 

At the present time, hydrogen’s main use as a fuel is in the NASA space program. Liquid hydrogen is the 
fuel that has propelled the space shuttle and other rockets since the 1970s. Hydrogen fuel cells powered the shuttle’s 
electrical systems, producing pure water, which was used by the crew as drinking water. 

The first widespread use of hydrogen will probably be as an additive to transportation fuels. Hydrogen can 
be combined with compressed natural gas (CNG) to increase performance and reduce pollution. Adding 20 percent 
hydrogen to CNG can reduce nitrogen oxide (NOX) emissions by 50 percent in today’s engines. An engine 
converted to burn pure hydrogen produces only water and minor amounts of NOX as exhaust. Solar and wind are 
located far from population centres and produce electricity only part of the time. Hydrogen may be the perfect 
carrier for this energy. It can store the energy and distribute it to wherever it is needed. 

 

4. Hydrogen production techniques 

4.1. Steam Methane Reforming 

Over 95 % of Hydrogen is produced by steam reforming of hydrocarbon feedstock like methane, naphtha 
etc., and it produces 9 to 12 ton of carbon dioxide per ton of Hydrogen. It includes feedstock treatment to remove 
sulphur form hydrocarbon as it is poisonous to catalyst used in steam reforming. feed is treated with superheated 
steam at around 900 K and moderate pressure to produce mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen called syngas. 
It then passes through shift converter to increase yield of hydrogen followed by Pressure swing adsorption unit to 
purify hydrogen gas produced. [15] 

 

4.2 Partial Oxidation of hydrocarbon (Pox) 
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 In Partial oxidation technique hydrocarbon is oxidized in a limited contact of oxygen.[16] Main reaction is 

as under. 

CH4 + ½ O2 =CO + 2H2 

 

Fig 1:- Flow diagram of POx for hydrogen production. 

As shown in fig 1 POx is mainly utilised for producing syngas from heavy hydrocarbons, including 
deasphalter pitch and petroleum coke. These are pre-heated and then mixed with Oxygen within a burner; after 
ignition, reactions occur inside a high temperature combustion chamber producing an effluent that contains various 
amounts of soot, depending on feedstock composition. Reactor exit gas temperatures are typically 1200-1400°C. 
The obtained syngas has to be cooled and cleaned within a “washing” section for removing the impurities. The high 
temperature (1400-1100°C) heat recovery in POx is not very efficient and indeed the POx advantage over SR is in 
the possibility of utilising a “low value” feedstock, even containing sulphur and other compounds that would poison 
the SR catalysts. Currently the main utilisations of POx are: (i) in H2 production for refinery applications, (ii) 
synthesis gas production from coal and (iii) in electric energy production from petroleum coke and deasphalter 
bottoms, through large Integrated Gas Turbine Combined Cycles (IGCC). 

 
4.2.1 Advantage [17, 18, 19] of Partial oxidation is as under 
 

It has Decrease desulphurization requirement, lower methane slip and no catalyst requirement.  
 

4.2.2 Disadvantage of Partial oxidation is as under.  
 

It has lower H2/CO ratio, shoot formation and very high processing temperature. 
 
 

4.3 Auto Thermal Reforming (ATR)   

Burner 
Heat 

recovery 

Water gas 

shift reactor 
sepatation 

unit 
hydrogen 
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The process was developed in the late 1950s by Haldor Topsoe A/S, mainly for producing syngas for 
methanol and ammonia plants and also for the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (Christensen and Primdhal, 1994; Aasberg-
Petersen et al., 2001). The natural gas is mixed at high temperature with a mixture of Oxygen and Steam and ignited 
in a combustion chamber. 

 

CH4 + 3/2O2 = CO + 2H2O  ∆H298 = -519 Kj/mol. 

 

 

Fig 2:- Flow Diagram for Auto Thermal Reforming Unit for production of hydrogen. 

As shown in Fig 2 ATR is the most promising reforming technology for fuel cell systems, since the 
combination of catalytic thermal oxidation ,steam reforming, and high-temperature water gas shift  reactions allows 
the design of more compact adiabatic reactors with low pressure drop.[20,21] Inlet temperature, steam-to-carbon, and 
oxygen-to-carbon ratios in the feed as well as reactor pressure are the independent variables of the ATR reactor, 
while the exit temperature and fuel conversion are the dependent variables. Maximum H2 yield can be obtained by 
Higher steam-to-carbon ratios and reactor inlet temperatures and Lower ATR reactor.[22,23]  Higher steam-to-carbon 
ratios shift the coking boundary to a lower oxygen-to-carbon ratio and reduce coke formation.[24] The optimal steam-
to-carbon ratios for different fuels are reported as 4 for methane, 1.5 for methanol, 2.0 for ethanol, and 1.3 for 
surrogate gasoline.[25]  

The advantage of this method is that synthetic gas of higher pressure can be obtained than by the steam 
reforming method. Among the drawbacks, on the other hand, is the fact that large volumes of CO2 are produced and 
the top of the combustion compartment reaches high temperatures close to 2000oC. 
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4.4 Compound Reforming reactor 

The compound reforming method combines the steam-reforming reactor with the automatic-thermal 
reactor. A major feature of this method is that the early-stage steam reforming reaction and the late-stage automatic-
thermal reforming reaction take place in separate devices. The advantage, as a result, is that low-pressure gas at the 
outlet of steam reforming reaction can be transformed into high-pressure gas by means of automatic-thermal 
reforming. In addition, costs are reduced because a compressor is not required. The disadvantages, on the other 
hand, are that there are two reactors and construction costs are high.[26] 

4.5 Catalytic Partial Oxidation of Hydrocarbon (CPOx) 

The reaction is exothermic, and energy consumption is lower than in the endothermic reaction of steam 
reforming. 

CH4+1/202→ CO+2H2    ∆H = -35.7kJ/mol 

 

Fig 3: Flow Diagram of Catalytic partial Oxidation Unit for hydrogen production. 

As shown in figure 3 CPOx unit involve catalysts due to which reaction speed is rapid, the reactor is 
extremely small, and in comparison to the non-catalytic partial oxidation process, there is no generation of soot or 
other unnecessary by products. And because H2/CO = 2 synthetic gas is obtained by adding a small amount water, 
the method is ideal for producing synthetic gas for FT synthesis or methanol production. In addition, equipment 
costs are reduced by about 30% from conventional methods. Reaction kinetics is difficult and the more than one 
reaction route is possible. 

4.6 Gasification 

Shell Oil company and Texaco Inc. Company employ partial oxidation techniques to convert solid like 
coke, coal into gases like CO, H2, CO2  at high temperature 1000 o C in absence of catalyst. Gasification in the 
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Koppers-Totzek process occurs at atmospheric pressure, while the Texaco gasifier operates at approximately 800 
psig. The syngas is then desulfurized, shifted and purified in subsequent steps. The need to handle a solid fuel (coal) 
and to deal with large amounts of ash makes coal gasification a very complex and capital intensive process. 

Gasification of biomass include two process. (1) Pyrolysis at 207 kpa and 499 K followed by gasification at 
6067 Kpa and 1430 o C and Shift reaction and purification. (2) Gasification at pressure 3172 Kpa and 1023 K 
followed by catalytic steam reforming at 1123 Kpa and 1023 K and shift reaction and purification. 

4.7 Electrolysis 

Water is electrolyzed in an electrochemical cell to produce hydrogen and oxygen. Before the Steam 
Reforming process was introduced water electrolysis was one of the main means of hydrogen production. Water 
electrolysis is not currently used for large scale hydrogen production in the U.S. or Europe due to lower economic 
feasibility. Water can be electrolyzed by passing direct current DC through it in the presence a suitable electrolyte, 
causing positively charged hydrogen ions to migrate to the negatively charged cathode, where they reduce to form 
hydrogen. Similarly, oxygen is formed at the positively charged anode. Chemically inert conductors such as 
platinum are used as electrodes to avoid unwanted reactions and the production of impurities in the hydrogen gas. 

5. Future trend on hydrogen production 

 Due to increasing in price of lighter hydrocarbons and other gases, hydrogen production from steam 
methane reforming will be costly. On the other hand heavy residue like atmospheric residue or vacuum residue is 
one of the low cost raw materials which will be used to produce hydrogen. Plasma can be one of the attractive 
alternatives to provide heat necessary for dissociation of heavy hydrocarbon. Since plasma as a heat source is having 
higher energy content and more than 90 % efficient to convert energy into heat compare to conventional fossil fuel 
as a heat source. Pyrolysis of vacuum residue or heavy hydrocarbon in presence of plasma produces mixture or 
hydrogen and hydrocarbon, which will be further converted into hydrogen by passing the plasma paralyzed gas into 
catalytic cracker.   

Another trend to produce hydrogen is to use photo electrolysis to dissociate water in to hydrogen and oxygen. 
But Cost of production of hydrogen mainly restricts it to use it in commercial application. Hydrogen production 
from nuclear energy is also potential alternative. 

6. Economics of hydrogen production:-  

Production cost of hydrogen includes hydrogen production, Purification as well as storage. Hydrogen 
produced by conventional steam reforming or POx operation contain CO which is poisonous for fuel catalyst. So we 
have to purify hydrogen by Process like Pressure swing adsorption, Cryogenic separation or Membrane to purify 
hydrogen. Since most of the energy produced by burning coal in power plant, produces greenhouse gas emissions. It 
means electrolysis energy comes by emission of fossil fuel in power plant. Thus electrolysis process is indirectly 
emitter of greenhouse gas. Figure 4 represents hydrogen production cost by various production techniques. From the 
figure it is clear that large Steam methane reforming unit incurs lower production cost while Electrolysis by solar 
energy is the costliest process.  
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Figure 4:- Cost of hydrogen production by various techniques. 
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Figure 5 represents Kg of carbon dioxide produces per MJ   hydrogen energy production by various 
processes. Electrolysis of water generates maximum carbon dioxide indirectly due to energy in the form of 
electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen comes from conventional thermal power plants employing coal 
which is major emitter of greenhouse gases. While large steam methane reformer plants generate lower carbon 
dioxide emission. Hydrogen production from photo electrolysis of water is clean technology as it utilise solar energy 
to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. It does not emit carbon dioxide during hydrogen production and considered 
to be technology for greener and cleaner tomorrow but however cost is the major constraint to adapt it on 
commercial scale. Similarly wind energy is the potential source instead of coal to supply electricity for hydrogen 
production in electrolysis process and does not emit greenhouse gases during the production. 

 

Figure 5:- Carbon dioxide emission by various industries. 
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7. Conclusion 

Hydrogen is a clean fuel having higher energy content per unit mass than any other conventional fuel. 
Generation of hydrogen form fossil fuel or from non-conventional energy source subjected to two major constraints. 
One is it produce lower carbon dioxide production per kg hydrogen generation and second is the cost of hydrogen 
generation per kg should be low. Considering this two things steam reforming is the optimum production techniques 
used widely in industries for hydrogen production, but however in future hydrogen generation from pyrolysis heavy 
residue followed by catalytic cracking of resulting lower hydrocarbon gas will gain more interest due to increase in 
cost of lighter hydrocarbon and increasing environmental concerns. 
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